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Introduction 
The Compatibility Report compares two individual's natal 
charts and examines the inter-aspects or synastry between 
them. In the following report, each aspect is examined to 
reveal the basic qualities of your interaction, with the most 
important factors listed first. Please keep in mind that these 
descriptions are not meant to put limitations on the 
relationship, but merely to describe its inherent tendencies. 
Challenging aspects can become the greatest strength of a 
relationship if you can both learn how to successfully navigate 
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those issues, with good communication between you playing a 
vital role. For definitions of astrological terms, please refer to 
the glossary at the end of this report. 

Important Features 

Michelle's Sun in square  
(within 3.4 degrees) with Barack's Sun  
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of the Sun in your chart in square with partner's 
Sun, is the indicator of a strong connection with each other, 
which may sometimes blend in harmony, sometimes highlight 
your separate points of view. This aspect can indicate conflicts 
of will between the partners, in that the two of you either feel 
or think differently, or that you regularly move in different 
directions. The challenge is of differing characteristics trying 
to work together, like fire with water, or feeling with thinking. 
You can resolve these difficulties, and move toward dynamic 
creativity together, by combining mature self-expression with 
friendly appreciation for each other's separate strengths. In a 
romantic connection, you may feel a dramatic pull and 
chemistry, which can ignite passion between you. Although 
there is attraction, you may also feel at odds, of different 
motives. The potential is there for a long-term investment of 
time and energy if you are willing to work for it. Since your 
creative urges can be denied or misaligned, compromise is 
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called for and should be actively sought if there is to be 
productive work accomplished between the two of you. You 
may agree to disagree, and when conciliation is achieved by at 
least one of you adjustments to the other's point of view can 
come readily. You are likely to encounter an experience of 
strength in one way or another, either in diverse functioning 
to assist you both from separate areas, or just in feeling the 
wisdom of balancing on different sides of the beam. 

Michelle's Uranus in semi-sextile  
(within 1.2 degrees) with Barack's Sun  
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler  
and Michelle's Sun in quintile (within 1.8 degrees) with 
Barack's Uranus. 
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow 
the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your 
reading. Pay special attention to the following material! 

The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Sun in flowing relation with partner's Uranus, 
symbolizes a changeable relationship, with an element of 
mental stimulation that promotes excitement and creative 
flair. It is likely that Barack brings much stimulation and 
change as well as unusual enjoyment to Michelle. Something 
calls the two of you to a broader type of relationship, with 
widespread interests, and often of a humanitarian or multi-
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cultural character. In a romantic context there is some unique 
attraction that stimulates your interaction. You have a good 
basis of friendship and support for each other, and may also be 
inventively sensual together. You can apply your good rapport 
into reaching each other in unique ways; and you may 
experience unusual partnering connections. You may find 
that your relationship brings brothers and sisters into the 
picture, or people of other races or creeds, and you may wish 
to explore science together, or perhaps film, or other cultural 
areas. Life between you may be in a continual state of flux, 
creating the need for readjustment. There is also a spiritual 
component, as you go through many changes, by giving up 
and going "with the flow" of unusual surprises and much 
good fellowship encountered along the way. You have a good 
start on a dynamic and exciting, and possibly world shaking 
partnership, although there is an erratic side to your 
connection that may incite discordant feelings between you. If 
you allow ultimate freedom and independence for each other, 
you benefit in what becomes a unique and evolved form of 
relationship. 

Michelle's Neptune in square  
(within 4.7 degrees) with Barack's Sun  
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler  
and Michelle's Sun in strong conjunction (within 0.5 
degrees) with Barack's Neptune. 
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow 
the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your 
reading. Pay special attention to the following material! 
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The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two 
planets. 

This aspect, of Sun in conjunction with partner's Neptune, 
symbolizes a sensitive, compassionate and supportive 
connection between you. Your partnership is likely to be 
strongly spiritual as well as artistically creative, and may have a 
tendency for isolation away from the world into some form of 
sanctuary, or the idealizations of fantasy. There is a sense of 
giving and support on the part of Barack for almost anything 
Michelle does. Sensitive and telepathic, you share interests 
together, as Barack provides nurturing for the creative fire of 
Michelle, while Michelle gives light and leadership to the 
partnership. You are creative together, without need for detail 
or technique, and share a caretaking sympathy for one another 
as well as for mankind at large, and for that matter, for life in 
general, but without a sense of duty or obligation. Your 
relationship may well provide spiritual leadership for others. 
In a romantic context, this aspect indicates a spiritual, artistic, 
sympathetic, and sensual connection, that feeds strength and 
creativity into your partnership. You feel and empathize 
together, enjoying mutual passions, and may use imagination 
in your lovemaking although possibly your relationship may 
tend to be more spiritual than physical. Barack may seem 
elusive or in some way unfathomable to Michelle. Ego-needs 
are sacrificed, usually more by Barack, and yet both of you 
share in the feeling of being taken care of in this relationship. 
There may be a sense of a psychic link with each other, or of 
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feeling harmonized by higher senses, which may take you to 
fantasy and imagination worlds together. You will always 
enjoy film, arts, and artistic creativity with each other. Your 
lives together are likely to be sympathetically responsive and 
spiritually satisfying. This aspect tends toward fantasy and 
peaceful illusion, rather than the "brass tacks" of practical 
reality, and the only difficulty you might experience will be in 
actualizing your high ideals. 

Michelle's Sun in strong sextile  
(within 2.1 degrees) with Barack's Pluto  
The planetary energies flow together, open into new 
possibilities, new connections. 

This aspect, of Sun in flowing relation with partner's Pluto, 
symbolizes transformation and radical change as an important 
part of your relationship. It signals potential major life 
changes, with empowerment and growth for both partners. 
Other attributes include the will to succeed and some sense of 
a depth of interaction between you. Your partnership is likely 
to be productive, motivated, and empowered. You may find 
work in dangerous fields, or with forms of regeneration or 
depth psychology. Perhaps deep religious convictions on the 
part of one or both partners may be part of the mix. Together, 
you may discover untapped sources of strength as your 
partnership evolves, bringing a renewed confidence, and 
awareness of your true path. In a romantic context, this aspect 
represents a contact that is strongly even overwhelmingly 
empowering, sensual and passionate in sexual expression. 
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You feel a magnetic attraction for each other, and may feel 
some sense of having known each other in a past life or other 
depth connection. Together you have a strong will to play and 
create together, to desire and motivate each other, and to 
make needed changes. A relatively welcome confrontation of 
the hidden parts of each partner may also take place, in order 
to achieve a new level of understanding. Change is inevitable 
through your relationship, as you confront in order to replace 
those portions of behavior that have outgrown their 
usefulness. 

Michelle's Moon in strong trine  
(within 3.2 degrees) with Barack's Moon  
Angular planet - conjunct Nadir  
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 

With this aspect, of the Moon in flowing relation with 
partner's Moon, you have an good emotional rapport with 
each other. You feel comfortable together, with a sense of 
commitment to mutual goals. You may feel an almost psychic 
bond, as though connected from sharing some ancient, and 
perhaps unconscious, past experiences together. The feeling 
is of desiring to help and supply, and to care for each other. 
This aspect is a helpful indicator if your relationship involves 
food, or restaurants, or sharing of all types of environments, 
and symbolizes also good fellowship with friends. You feel a 
heightened response and receptivity for each other, partaking 
together of the nurturing, and the feminine, side of life. In a 
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romantic context, this aspect represents a supportive and 
feelings-oriented relationship, a powerful symbolic statement 
about bonding, nurture, and loyalty for each other. You are 
protective toward each other, perhaps with ties to children 
and family, or other connections that go back in time. You are 
easy companions and enjoy living together, and sharing the 
same spaces. You comfort and nurture each other, being 
natural emotional allies that together can forge a comfortable 
and safe home environment that keeps away the harsh realities 
of the mundane world . Home, family, business , and romance 
are all supported by this aspect, although the Moon tie often 
needs other aspects to make it stronger and more vital in the 
world. In any case, loyalty is strong between you, with 
devotion maintained, and long-term practical sensitivity 
aligned with shared goals. You help, feed, and emote together 
in mutual acceptance, with warmth, affection, and a strong 
show of positive feeling, which is likely to be felt and shared by 
others such as other family members. 

Michelle's Venus in strong trine  
(within 2.0 degrees) with Barack's Moon  
Angular planet - conjunct Nadir  
and Michelle's Moon in square (within 4.8 degrees) with 
Barack's Venus. 
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow 
the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your 
reading. Pay special attention to the following material! 
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The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 

With this aspect, of the Moon in flowing relation with 
partner's Venus, you have an enduring emotional sympathy 
with each other in your partnership. There is a sense of 
receptivity and congeniality between you. The more feminine 
side of each of you is explored, also the desire for artistic 
satisfaction, financial growth, and pleasure in general. Also 
jewelry, the arts, and all things feminine come into the picture 
with this aspect. There are indications of acquisition of things 
together, as well as the simple pleasure of just sharing and 
being good friends with each other. In a romantic context, this 
aspect is a very positive indication for a warm and congenial 
relationship. You feel receptive and nurturing to each other, 
feeding each other in a rapport of peaceful feelings, and 
sensual enjoyment. You explore the loving nature of life 
together, with a sense of relaxation within an intimate 
receptivity. Michelle will value and lend support to the 
emotional needs of Barack, who in turn will nurture and 
encourage the aesthetic sensibility and values of Michelle. 
This aspect represents an excellent and supportive connection 
between you, as you welcome and embrace all forms of worldly 
enjoyment together with loving grace. 

Michelle's Moon in trine  
(within 5.7 degrees) with Barack's Jupiter  
and Michelle's Jupiter in weak conjunction (within 10.7 
degrees) with Barack's Moon. 
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Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow 
the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your 
reading. Pay special attention to the following material! 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 

This aspect, of the Moon in flowing relation with partner's 
Jupiter, indicates increased enjoyment, beneficial mutual 
cooperation, and expansion of goals and plans with each 
other. Spiritual feelings are likely be included in this 
partnership. There is a strong and positive optimistic feeling 
between you and a natural expectation of the ideal, that only 
occasionally leads to excess. Barack may bring some great gift 
or abundance into Michelle's life, and the nurturing and 
support provided by Michelle will be expanded and uplifted by 
the actions of Barack. There is an element of down to earth 
practicality mingled with an abundant and optimistic nature 
and the sense of knowledge well shared. In a romantic 
context, this is a most positive connection that expands, 
enthuses, enlivens, supports, and nurtures you. Your romance 
is based in ecstatic friendship, with a good rapport and a 
strong inclination to exuberance. You enjoy each other fully 
and understand each other's feelings, leading to good 
possibilities for a peaceful home life. Positive and glowing, 
this is joy proclaimed, as you encounter feelings of freedom 
with each other, and partake of both a practical and a broader 
viewpoint together. Your relationship may engender the 
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pursuit of knowledge and the world at large, perhaps of 
history or of the past in some way. You are likely to travel well, 
and enjoy the outdoors, as well as your family environment 
and relations. This is a very positive aspect, productive of 
spiritual wisdom, fantasy, and good nature in general. 

Michelle's Venus in strong sextile  
(within 1.0 degrees) with Barack's Mercury  
The planetary energies flow together, open into new 
possibilities, new connections. 

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's 
Venus, represents congenial sharing, with communication 
and creativity highlighted. This is a strong aspect for mutual 
self-expression, artistic creativity and enjoyment. You travel 
together well, with appreciation of beauty and a sense of 
warmth between you, and enthusiastic agreement in support 
of each other's aesthetic choices. In a love connection this 
aspect indicates loads of romantic appeal between you, with 
shared response and expressions of beauty, of flowers 
delivered, or strong marks of affection in words of beautiful 
sentiment. Also indicated is the shared pleasure of 
conversation, and enjoyment of film and writing, or the arts. 
Friends and lovers both, you constantly think of ways to be 
productive and functional together, with a sense of greater 
pleasure within some positive shared communication or 
vision. In business, you can expect shared cooperation and 
participation leading to success and achievement together. 
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Both partners will likely show an admirable willingness to 
support and sympathize with each other. 

Michelle's Venus in strong square  
(within 0.4 degrees) with Barack's Venus  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Venus in dynamic relation with partner's 
Venus, symbolizes an enjoyable social connection in which 
are blended slightly different styles of aesthetics. A congenial 
social or economic growth graces your partnership. Together, 
your feminine and receptive sides are encouraged to emerge. 
Your connection is founded on a sense of empathy of one for 
the other, and mutual encouragement, although there are 
differences in taste and style that can cause minor upset. You 
may have different spending patterns or economic values. In a 
romantic context, similar pleasure styles and the romantic pull 
of like to like increases the chemistry between you. You come 
from slightly different points of view, and this can increase the 
pleasure of connecting with another soul, or else represent a 
source of irritation between you, depending on how you work 
with it. Some form of artistic creativity is also very possible in 
this partnership. You are likely to have a warm, loving 
connection with each other, full of mutual pleasure and a 
strong aesthetic sensibility, although your differing styles may 
require adjustments. 

Michelle's Venus in strong trine  
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(within 0.5 degrees) with Barack's Jupiter  
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 

This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with Jupiter, 
indicates expanded wealth, social contact, and true positive 
enjoyment for this partnership. Mutual helpfulness, and 
shared abundance, with benefit of encouragement, 
consideration, sympathy. Barack brings expansion to 
Michelle, who in turn provides the field of enjoyment to 
Barack. Or the two of you may switch roles. In a romantic 
context, there will be charm in expression, generosity to each 
other, good social graces, and wealth or abundance shared. 
This aspect highlights positive growth, partnership 
understanding although perhaps some extravagances, and is 
well suited for sharing fully and with wisdom. Arts, 
Spirituality, and ethical moral grace are included among the 
favorable indications represented by this aspect. 
Extravagances may be hard to curtail, yet more resources 
always seem to be available. There is emphasis on taste, and 
culture, as well as on a graceful and beneficial appearance. 
You will likely share together in social engagements as well as 
areas of aesthetics, the arts, purchasing, investment, and 
enjoyment of the outdoors. 

Michelle's Jupiter in strong trine  
(within 0.1 degrees) with Barack's Mars  
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 
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This aspect, of Mars in flowing relation with partner's Jupiter, 
indicates enhanced physical abundance and cooperative 
synergy between you. These planets work extremely well 
together, since they both partake of the nature of the Fire 
element, representing enhanced movement to act, and better 
understanding of that action. Forcefulness and reason 
combine well, and this aspect symbolizes the positive 
stimulation of mutual ambition, and lends an air of beneficial 
helpfulness to partnership activities. Work associations 
between you are likely to involve both energy and intelligence. 
This mutual excitement can cause problems only in that a 
tendency to relax or miss points of precision could occur, in 
your exuberance to move into positive territory too quickly. In 
a romantic context, you unfold expressions of great ecstasy, 
optimistic exuberance, positive freedom, and physical 
enjoyment. You will find the partnership possesses a 
confidence born of zeal and enthusiasm. You are inclined to 
be open and frank with each other, fundamentally wise and 
energetic in your decision-making. This is a happy and active 
connection, especially helpful in marriage. You share 
athletics, the enjoyment of nature and recreation together, as 
well as congenial exciting friendships. This aspect indicates a 
healthy sense of expansion and higher vision between you. 
The partnership will benefit from the ability to dream, and 
from the energy required to make those dreams a reality. 

Sun, Moon, Rising Sign Features 
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Michelle's Mercury in strong square  
(within 1.4 degrees) with Barack's Ascendant  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Mercury in square with partner's Ascendant, 
represents a mental challenge, or cross stimulation between 
you. There may be inappropriate communication, travel plans 
not clarified, or exchanges of ideas that one or the other does 
not resonate with. Criticism by one partner for the other and 
verbal disputes between you are also possible. You also may 
well pursue creative outlets together, such as in information 
fields, writing or perhaps media analysis. In a romantic 
context, you enjoy sharing in arts or entertainment fields. You 
have a strong desire to communicate with each other, and will 
have many lively and stimulating discussions together, 
although the possibility exists that there may be poor 
communication that does not mesh with your partnership 
goals, or you may suffer from missed opportunities, perhaps 
there is some area of disagreement between you such as 
choosing mental pursuits versus desire for action, or over-
thinking of the details of an issue. You benefit by attempting 
to really understand your partner, even when they are thinking 
quite differently from you, and allowing them some slack. 

Michelle's Neptune in strong square  
(within 0.8 degrees) with Barack's Ascendant  
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The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect of Neptune in square with partner's Ascendant, 
indicates a spiritualizing influence of your relationship that 
affects both partners. Together you are likely to have a focus 
of artistic creativity, and perhaps also of service or being 
helpful to others. This aspect can also manifest as dysfunction 
in terms of misunderstandings, or a basic lack of practicality 
between you. One partner's individuality and pragmatic 
nature may not agree with the other's sense of spirituality. 
Ideals may not be easily applied, or the desire to serve by one 
partner not shared by the other, who would rather go his or 
her own way. This aspect also indicates inspiration and 
sympathy, as well as confusion or lack of judgment. 
Compassion and sacrifice, or abandoning the material world 
in favor of the spiritual one, can come into play as well. 
Support is available in your relationship to heal and be 
sensitive to each other, and you may benefit each other with a 
kind of transference quality between you, as you come to 
really understand the ways of your partner. In a romantic 
context, there is much intuitive sharing, sympathy and an 
empathic connection with each other, the telepathic feeling of 
wisdom beyond knowing, with a sharing of artistic senses, as 
well as sensual enjoyment, especially of water and the ocean. 
There are also potential problems such as one partner not 
being very supportive, or fantasies that one partner has may 
not be agreed to by the other. The relationship benefits from 
encouraging some form of non-dependence. Shared 
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economics should be watched with care. There is the potential 
for loss, as well as a disregard for detail and fact which can lead 
to miscommunication, or perhaps active deception. One 
partner's desire may be isolated or somehow not realized, and 
purposes between you can fall away in a sea of illusions. There 
may also be some form of caretaking of one for the other, or 
sympathetic feelings, giving without need of return, perhaps 
sacrificing for one another, generally a sensitivity to each 
other's feelings and hopes. There is benefit to be found in 
letting go, letting each other be, in learning to permit and 
allow without regrets. The creative self of one can be applied 
to help with the personal direction of the other. There is likely 
to be love and compassion, gentle simplicity, and there is 
likely to be a sense of sensual enjoyment between you as well. 

Other Comparison Aspects 

Michelle's Mars in strong square  
(within 1.4 degrees) with Barack's Midheaven  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

With this aspect, of Mars in square with partner's Midheaven, 
there is energy for the coordination of shared goals and 
partnership motivation, although some conflict over 
objectives is also possible. You have the ability to energize a 
positive direction into achievement together, or else your 
personalities may clash in regard to worldly purpose and 
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direction. While Michelle is likely to provide energy in 
support of Barack's career, it may feel like pushing too hard, 
or the advice may not be well received. There can be a good 
deal of rivalry or testing between you since you are both 
strong-willed in this interaction. It would be better to 
organize actions together, and attempt to reach some union of 
purpose with each other. In a romantic context, there is a 
strong link between you in the area of life style or social 
group, with a mutual desire to achieve partnership objectives 
together, but there may be difficulties in seeing eye-to-eye on 
these issues. There may also be a inclination to restlessness or 
the tendency not to complete what was begun, or some 
general impatience between you. Plans and aspirations you 
have together may not be fully shared. One of you may prefer 
to take one direction, and one the other, or rashly swift action 
may not be appreciated, or pride or impulsive action may get 
in the way of your goals. You have strength in execution, and 
ability to lead, and there are definitely two leaders in your 
relationship. If you can work with each other and harmonize 
the unique blends of your individual abilities, you may achieve 
much on a practical level. The combination you have with each 
other is dynamic. 

Michelle's Saturn in strong square  
(within 0.6 degrees) with Barack's Midheaven  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 
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This aspect, of Saturn square partner's Midheaven, indicates a 
relationship with a strong practical basis, but one in which 
conflicts may arise between stated goals and limits on these 
goals. Michelle provides some sense of limitation or 
restriction. There can be difficulties between you, with 
perhaps a lack of openness, and the harsh reality of not getting 
much support from your partner for the demands of career 
and public expression in the world. This may require 
overcoming obstacles, or working all the harder for what you 
get. In general, you are not altogether comfortable with each 
other's achievements, although there can be a benefit in terms 
of greater focus and refining of your goals. Michelle may take 
on the role of a mentor or teacher for Barack, and through 
holding back approval foster a slow and steady progress which 
ensures better and more complete accomplishments for 
Barack in the long run. In a romantic connection, you should 
avoid criticism, and excess of caution. There is likely a conflict 
in attitudes between you, where you have different ideas of 
what is responsible and effective, and how to make 
constructive efforts. The conflict can create a lack of 
confidence in one of you, and handicap progress. You need to 
apply hope, optimism, and general sense of purpose, in order 
to revitalize your sense of what you need to do in this world. 
This relationship may also be highly practical, with the sense 
of working through limitations to reach goals, of perseverance 
and long-term considerations. This type of interaction, while 
not easy or light-hearted, can help you work together naturally 
and efficiently, especially if there are also lighter moments and 
good nature between you. Structure and workable planning is 
called for, and also perhaps letting go of ego-investment. But 
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public rise to achievement and development of life objectives 
may well be enhanced overall. 

Michelle's Sun in semi-square  
(within 1.5 degrees) with Barack's Mars  
The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; 
calmness is required. 

This aspect, of Sun in minor dynamic relation with partner's 
Mars symbolizes a partnership energy that tends to be 
energetic, athletic, motivated, and passionate, and may also 
include manifestations of will or ego conflict such as outbursts 
of temper. There is a strong chance for some type of rivalry 
between you. Your partnership benefits if you can keep your 
focus on your mutual awareness of vital life pursuits, and your 
drive to succeed together. In a romantic context, you feel 
physical passion but also tension, and benefit from rational 
control and planning. Your achievement together can be easy 
or difficult, depending on how well you can get along with 
each other. You feel the impulse to do and move together, yet 
there may also be discord or you may get the feeling that you 
are working at crossed purposes, with partnership direction 
not fully aligned. Consciousness and foresight can go far to 
offset the possibilities for impatience and conflict between 
you. 

Michelle's Moon in sextile  
(within 6.0 degrees) with Barack's Sun  
Ruler of sun sign - Sun's ruler  
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The planetary energies flow together, open into new 
possibilities, new connections. 

With the Sun and Moon in flowing relation between your two 
charts, you have a good connection with each other. This 
aspect symbolizes a great deal of closeness and shared 
interests between you. You will enjoy conscious awareness of 
your emotional states, with lots of nurturing, and open 
feelings, desire for comforts and bonding together, especially 
within a home or other secure environment. In a romantic 
context, this is a wonderful connection, for warmth, 
camaraderie, pleasurable exchanges and strong affinity. You 
like each other, and feel comfortable and comforted, with a 
likelihood of long term union or at least friendship. This 
aspect makes for real identity merging, and loving feeling 
between you. It symbolizes passion and romantic feeling, 
harmony of goals and unconditional sharing, strong emotional 
bonding, perhaps marriage or the equivalent. The family may 
come together through you, or you may build a family and 
children together. There is a sense of fairness and equality, 
with loyalty, protectiveness, and working for security. Barack 
tends to be the stronger, with Michelle the more devoted or 
giving. Although problems may arise with both of you wishing 
to be in control, these issues are usually resolved through the 
same pattern of giving and receiving, with each appreciating 
the unique qualities of the other. You may discover 
considerable enjoyment of things of the past or history, as well 
as general enthusiasm together. Since the Moon is involved, 
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each of your feminine and softer sides will likely be brought 
forward by this relationship. 

Michelle's Moon in sextile  
(within 4.2 degrees) with Barack's Mercury  
The planetary energies flow together, open into new 
possibilities, new connections. 

This aspect, of the Moon in flowing relation with partner's 
Mercury, symbolizes a congenial and graceful rapport with 
each other. With this aspect, your feelings are easily 
communicated to your partner. Your instincts are to change 
and learn together; there is likely to be sense of personal 
transition brought about by this relationship, a feeling of 
something new and different in your lives. Barack will be 
excited and moved by Michelle's ideas, and Barack will act as 
an enabler for the emotional or unconscious drives of 
Michelle. Emotions and mental vision are blended well 
between you, and you are likely to work together smoothly as 
a team. This aspect represents the alignment of purpose with 
feeling; the ability to be with change, and to operate well with 
adaptations in the environment. It is particularly well-suited 
for work with children that you may do together. In a romantic 
context, this aspect indicates that you are very present in your 
emotional connection with each other, with a sympathy of 
feeling between you that allows vital interchange of shared 
interests. You have an enthusiasm for the same things. There 
is a notion of purposeful distinctions in the shared design of 
your life together. You may wind up working with friends or 
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the public. This aspect promotes a meeting of the minds 
around issues such as home and environment, planned family 
trips, enjoying film, books and the arts generally, as well as 
making productive changes in your lives together. 

Michelle's Moon in semi-sextile  
(within 0.4 degrees) with Barack's Pluto  
The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow 
entry of new information. 

With this aspect, of the Moon in minor dynamic relation with 
partner's Pluto, there is a dark side to your relationship. You 
are coming together to do some serious healing, and you can 
expect intense emotions and the exposing of your most 
cherished and unknown secrets through this relationship, 
perhaps unknown even to your conscious mind. There may be 
a feeling of being together for some karmic purpose. Together 
you are both working toward an important process of change 
and emotional fulfillment, with Michelle the one who does 
most of the transforming, while Barack provides the catalytic 
energy for change. In a romantic context, since both passion 
and conflict exist in this relationship you may need to proceed 
with caution. Wills may clash, or control issues arise between 
you, and all the while a powerful and magnetic attraction 
exists. You feel both a push and a pull, something that draws 
you in tightly, or repels, perhaps feelings of intimacy not well 
received or some other factor of obsession or compulsion. 
The investigation into the depths of your being that this 
relationship initiates is worth the effort to dig down, the pain 
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of being exposed. There is a serious soul-purpose that brings 
you together for this adventure into the subterranean territory 
of your own psyche. There may be walled-off feelings of rage 
and pain from early childhood, perhaps going back to issues 
with mother love or its lack, that come to light in the course of 
this relationship. You both are being asked to rise to the 
occasion, to process the material presenting itself to you, in 
your eternal quest for balance and wholeness so that your life 
may move forward. The patterns of the past will yield to 
healing and transformative change if you allow them to. 

Michelle's Mercury in sextile  
(within 3.1 degrees) with Barack's Mars  
The planetary energies flow together, open into new 
possibilities, new connections. 

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's 
Mars, represents terrific support in your partnership for the 
other person's thought process. You demonstrate wit and 
charm together, and your relationship has the attributes of 
mobility, rapid change, and the forceful expression of your 
ideas with each other. Barack energizes the mind of Michelle, 
who in turn may provide direction and insight to the 
enthusiasms of Barack. Your shared experience of 
communications, sales, research, athletics, and physical 
movement in general is likely to be enhanced. In a romantic 
connection, you will encounter active responses to each other, 
with rapid-fire communication exchanges. You do things 
together well, and can achieve much as a partnership, with a 
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good sense of agreement in mutually deciding on plans and 
activities. This aspect promises initiative, swift action, ideals 
expressed and put to work. More energy comes to you for 
your shared plans, together with a high degree of efficiency 
and zeal between you. 

Michelle's Mercury in quintile  
(within 0.6 degrees) with Barack's Jupiter  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's 
Jupiter, symbolizes the broadening of all communications, 
contacts, and shared interests between you. Your partnership 
has a great verbal connection, with shared knowledge and 
vision. The indications are there for travel, religion, 
education, and good communication. Barack generally 
inspires Michelle, with respect to vision and ideas. Mutual 
enjoyment of wisdom, optimism and increased aspirations. 
Barack will ignite the work, direction, and practical nature of 
Michelle, who in turn gives logic and reason to the expansions 
of Barack. In a romantic context, this aspect promotes wit, 
intelligence, and humor. You will likely find communication 
bliss, enjoyment in travel, and much shared wisdom together. 
This aspect symbolizes enlivened intellectually or religiously 
in your union, also with regard to the balance of mind and 
intuition you each bring to the mix, lending itself to great 
rapport between you, with vibrant sharing, expansion of 
vision, and ideals well suited to your goals. In your 
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partnership you can expect expansionist and forward-going 
thinking, with good decision-making and plenty of idealism. 
You will share goodwill and humor, and creative expressions. 
You work well together, and one is likely to support the other 
to the best use of their individual talents, inclining toward 
advancement or possible honors. 

Michelle's Mercury in quintile  
(within 0.5 degrees) with Barack's Pluto  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's 
Pluto, represents a relationship that can be keenly 
introspective, yet also dynamic and active. One partner may 
seem to be able to plumb to the depth of the other's psyche. 
Communications can be deeply involving, with a sense of 
exploring the unknown. There is a urge to develop 
understanding between you, to realize how the other one 
thinks. In a romantic context, this aspect promotes serious 
depth of mental connection, dynamic communication 
empowerment, and deep thoughts shared, perhaps feelings 
that you are linked somehow from the past. You experience 
realizations about your backgrounds, patterns, or natures; the 
empathy you feel with each other is fascinating, and can also 
help you work together powerfully and well. You may readily 
adapt to change in the course of the relationship. Changes are 
likely in both partners, and may include broadening the 
horizons of Michelle, or Barack learning not to dominate the 
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communication as much. This aspect indicates an excellent 
basis in your relationship for planning, for study that goes into 
the depths of a matter, as well as strong and intense 
communications, regarding the wide range of interests you 
share. You are likely to be excellent coworkers, with 
opportunities for building ideas together, planing for the 
future, or sharing research and study of the occult, 
metaphysical matters, health and healing practice, perhaps 
involving institutions. You may also become involved as a 
partnership with issues of investigation and direct 
understanding by the intuitive mind. You may uncover 
connections to healing, or new forms of regeneration of body, 
mind, and spirit. 

Michelle's Venus in sextile  
(within 2.5 degrees) with Barack's Midheaven  
The planetary energies flow together, open into new 
possibilities, new connections. 

This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with partner's 
Midheaven, represents a good accord between you regarding 
plans and objectives, and anticipates gain and perhaps even 
wealth stemming from your partnership, especially as you 
value the same things overall. Michelle provides a beneficial 
aesthetic sensibility, which also supports the career goals of 
Barack, while Barack takes a more practical and real-world 
approach. Together, you are enabled to make better choices 
and to find more workable and productive lines of approach in 
concert with each other, lending financial or economic 
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assistance to your shared objectives. There is also likely to be 
an artistic side to the work you do together. In a romantic 
context, there is real rapport between you and you are likely to 
have an abundant life with each other. Your relationship is 
founded on warmth and affection, pleasure and sensuality, 
along with a strong aesthetic sense between you. The 
appearance of being graceful in the eyes of the world is 
important, and you can ascend social circles with each other. 
Career direction and shared purposes between you are likely 
to go very well, as you are propelled toward success. Your 
relationship combines practical function with positive 
direction toward higher aspirations and you will grow and 
prosper together. Michelle provides encouragement and 
inspiration, while Barack receives and keeps the relationship 
on track. Your shared purpose is likely to include the artistic 
or musical or beautifying the world in some way. 

Michelle's Mars in square  
(within 5.8 degrees) with Barack's Moon  
Angular planet - conjunct Nadir  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of the Moon in square with partner's Mars, is 
indicative of volatile passions, a drive to control, and some 
disagreement about partnership direction and purpose. 
Barack may dislike the impatience of Michelle, and the desire 
for action for action's sake. One partner may be faster or more 
bold than the other, and risks may be taken when they should 
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be avoided. In a romantic context, you will encounter active 
passion, perhaps magnetic physical attraction, but not a lot of 
support for each other's goals. This aspect can also indicate 
the potential for indiscretion, an inclination to temper or 
anger, desires gone a bit out of control. One partner may 
express their will strongly, emote without restraint, or desire 
without balance. There could also be fluctuations in romantic 
feelings between you, or business objectives can get in the 
way of romance. There may be a feeling of the too abrupt, or 
rude, or on the other hand, hypersensitivity, excess zeal, or 
rash demands made. Emotional reactions can become the 
norm, with one partner commandeering the other outside of 
the restraints of poise and balance. The exchange between you 
can be dynamic, but it needs careful attention and discipline, 
so that you don't get carried away into unwanted 
consequences. 

Michelle's Mars in inconjunct  
(within 2.2 degrees) with Barack's Saturn  
The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other 
predominates; discrimination must be employed. 

With this aspect, of Mars in minor dynamic relation with 
partner's Saturn, there is the potential for leadership by one 
partner, but this also may be experienced as restriction. 
Ambition and leadership in the relationship can become 
issues of control, as one tries to get ahead of the other. There 
may be restraint, perhaps restriction of Michelle by Barack, 
but Barack also supplies needed discipline for the 
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partnership. In a romantic context, this aspect can be a slight 
deficit in restricting passion, drive, or energy between you. 
Controlling behavior on the part of Barack may seem like 
criticism and Michelle may feel the need to express more 
freely and spontaneously. You benefit by agreement on shared 
goals and consciously working together, with the awareness of 
one partner as the driving energy, the other as welcomed 
discipline and focus of direction. ichelle 

Michelle's Mars in conjunction  
(within 2.3 degrees) with Barack's Uranus  
Ruler of Rising Sign  
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two 
planets. 

This aspect, of Mars in dynamic relation with partner's 
Uranus, promotes aggressive and independent action in both 
partners. Your willful side emerges, stimulated by this 
relationship. This aspect also promotes creative innovation in 
science, mechanics or enterprise, and confident adventuring. 
Together, you exhibit progressive or rebellious tendencies, 
with a focus on humanitarian effort. With the erratic and 
freedom-loving energy of Uranus in the partnership picture, 
there also are sparks that fly occasionally, volatile emotions 
that come up quite suddenly. If you actively seek positive 
applications, there is a good foundation for a shared new 
vision between you, a lively intellectual and questing spirit no 
longer tolerant of an outmoded status quo. In a romantic 
connection, this aspect invites inventive lovemaking, unique 
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freedom, and adaptation to change, with physical versatility 
and mobility, or even anti-social rebellion, which you may 
both enjoy. However, one of you may find yourself irritated 
with the other, perhaps over demands of too much freedom, or 
attitudes and perceptions not fully compatible with both 
viewpoints. With this aspect, you are both strong-willed, and 
may be all too well inclined to risky behavior, or one of you 
may pursue unique or selfish aims. But the uncertainty can be 
stimulating, like on mountain climbing journeys. Together, 
you possess a strength of purpose that can take you far with 
each other, especially in the areas of humanitarian, technical, 
or international, and universal objectives. The trick is too 
keep your focus on goals that are fully productive for you 
both. 

Michelle's Mars in quintile  
(within 0.9 degrees) with Barack's Neptune  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Mars in flowing relation with partner's 
Neptune, indicates a spiritually rich relationship. Together, 
your creative values support art, drama, and music, or perhaps 
mystical investigations. A willingness to sacrifice for the 
higher good may also be included, with an inclination to do 
work in the helping professions together, or to support the 
needy. In a romantic context, you encounter powerful 
emotions, sensuality, and subtle emotional excitement. There 
is also a strong inspiration present for compassionate action 
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together. This is about highlighting the sensitivity of the 
physical to the spiritual, creative, or artistic. Combined, these 
elements can make for a productive and uplifting relationship, 
to broaden scope and align with higher goals, spiritually, or in 
the service of practical areas of life. 

Michelle's Jupiter in trine  
(within 2.7 degrees) with Barack's Saturn  
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 

This aspect, of Jupiter in flowing relation with partner's 
Saturn, represents a healthy balance of expansion and 
limitation in your partnership. There is a good combination 
between you of enthusiasm and the wisdom of practicality, 
with Barack providing focus, and Michelle providing a sense 
of exuberant joy and positive initiative. The prudent and 
expansive tendencies in your partnership combine for 
effective expansion, and dynamic production and efficiency. 
In a romantic context, this aspect indicates a fortunate and 
stabilizing influence within your partnership, productive of 
long-term benefits for you both, with good administrative 
ability, goal oriented function, and control of over-confident 
behavior. Generally speaking, Michelle provides the higher 
picture for the developing practical nature of Barack, who 
tends to provide stability and keep a firm hand on the tiller. 
There might be a tendency for Barack to delay celebration or 
dampen enthusiasm, but on the whole this is a very 
supportive, balancing, and harmonious connection. When 
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adjustments are necessary, both of you will know they are for 
the best, and take advantage of the new situation you find 
yourselves in. 

Michelle's Jupiter in square  
(within 2.6 degrees) with Barack's Uranus  
Ruler of Rising Sign  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Jupiter in square or opposition with partner's 
Uranus, represents an expansive and altruistic connection 
between you that can allow great freedom, vision and 
independence to flourish in the partnership, although you 
may experience difficulty in bringing this great vision into the 
practical world. As a partnership, you may go off into the 
clouds with your grandiose visions, rather than keep the focus 
on practical realities, although reality may not be all it's 
cracked up to be. In a romantic context, you have a funny, 
joyful, articulate, and expansive connection, one that 
promotes friendship and openness between you. Friends and 
world contacts can be many and varied. Radical viewpoints are 
accepted, and as a partnership you may feel different from the 
ordinary run of mankind in religious or social settings. You 
also may find that while one of you counsels wisely, the other 
is not always listening to this wisdom, well-reasoned as it may 
be. If you express the more extreme manifestations, of 
reckless idealism and wild extravagance, it can lead you to joy 
but also loss. Your relationship may suffer from being 
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rebellious or restless, or just having too many things going on. 
You may find that you anticipate good fortune for the two of 
you just around the corner, but you may need to temper these 
dreams with practical considerations if they are to become 
real. 

Michelle's Saturn in square  
(within 5.0 degrees) with Barack's Moon  
Angular planet - conjunct Nadir  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of the Moon square partner's Saturn, is difficult, 
and can indicate limits to growth and happiness together, 
unless long-term insight and maturity is applied. You may find 
that the relationship between you involves practical conditions 
and sober attitudes, with an emphasis on feeling burdens and 
carrying one's own weight. There is likely to be a sense of 
restrictive behavior which comes more from Michelle, who is 
also likely to appear to be critical or demanding at times. 
Although there is a strong emotional connection between you, 
and a good basis for stability, the sympathy one partner feels 
for the other may falter, or one or both of you may seem 
emotionally cool to the other. In a romantic context, this 
aspect is a good indicator for a stable and long-term 
relationship such as marriage. You may cherish the sense of 
being together as a unit, but you may also feel somewhat 
isolated at times. You can expect some limitation of expansive 
fantasy and honing in of awareness, based on emotional 
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control exerted by your partner which therefore makes for 
more clarity and supports movement toward cherished goals. 
You may also feel a sense of obligation and duties, perhaps to 
friends and family. There is the definite possibility of 
controlling behavior, perhaps on the part of Michelle toward 
Barack. Barack could feel stifled, or let down, but also may 
sense the practical and supportive nature of Michelle, who is 
helpful in keeping partnership progress toward shared goals 
and objectives on track, but may restrict or limit Barack, and 
seems perhaps much older. It is helpful for both partners to 
try to move beyond any fears they may have regarding the 
relationship. Perhaps your or your partner's need for intimacy 
can leave one or the other feeling unwanted or with affections 
that are not returned. Environment or family can also turn out 
to be limiting, and expected benefits from the relationship 
may be delayed or not forthcoming. You may be put off by a 
feeling that your partner is too closed, or a feeling of 
emotional restriction, or misunderstandings can arise 
between you, but you do well when you are observant of the 
positive qualities you and your partner share, exercise 
patience and tolerance with each other and focus on shared 
objectives. 

Michelle's Saturn in trine  
(within 3.4 degrees) with Barack's Venus  
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy 
and beneficial. 
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This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with partner's 
Saturn, is stabilizing and grounding to the partnership. The 
indications are there for practical function, stability, 
productive creativity and fruitful design projects together. 
Excesses are controlled, and constancy is the norm. 
Responsibility and commitment are very much in the picture, 
with indications of a good ability to work together. In a 
romantic context, this aspect tends to tone down the romantic 
feeling, but makes for a long-lasting and mutually respectful 
connection. Michelle likely provides the more mature and 
stable influence, while Barack benefits and feels guided. 
Michelle may be lacking in demonstrative affection for Barack, 
although loyalty is definitely indicated. This aspect promotes a 
stable mixture of love and practicality, even inter-dependency, 
which makes a partnership really work. 

Michelle's Saturn in opposition  
(within 3.1 degrees) with Barack's Uranus  
Ruler of Rising Sign  
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate 
their interaction; integration is the challenge. 

This aspect, of Saturn in dynamic relation with partner's 
Uranus, may indicate some degree of disorder, or lack of 
agreement, between the partners, one wishing to conserve, 
the other to innovate and extend into freedom despite 
complications. One partner's conservative approach, usually 
Michelle may not be well aligned with Barack's desire for 
freedom and independence, yet the combination between you 
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can be productive of insight and provide unique opportunities 
for visionary activities and humanitarian work together. In a 
romantic context, your relationship may fluctuate wildly 
between excitement and rebellion on the one hand, and 
"down-time", rest and control on the other. This is a mild and 
somewhat impersonal influence, and outside conditions could 
also be a factor in any disorder you feel to be between you. 
The practical nature of Michelle does not mix easily with the 
changeable nature of Barack. Partnership progress may be 
delayed, and the freedom of each individual not easily 
promoted. You can expect some worldly inhibition of 
visionary goals, and the possibility of discontinuity between 
you, in which you have difficulty in truly reaching accord. But 
the energy between you is strong for harnessing visions and 
dreams of a better society and bringing these closer to reality. 

Michelle's Uranus in quintile  
(exact) with Barack's Venus  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation to partner's Uranus, 
symbolizes a pattern of real friendship and harmony, with 
mutual encouragement and sharing, in an unusual, innovative 
and altruistic partnership. The indications are good for artistic 
achievement in the work you do together. You have an instant 
and intuitive rapport with each other. You are likely to benefit 
yourselves and others, bringing in a unique and perhaps 
eccentric form of excitement. Inspiration from new 
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dimensions of experience combines with worldly interests to 
enhance cooperation between you, for your mutual benefit 
and that of society around you. In a romantic connection, 
there is likely to be a form of infatuation between you, and an 
unusual quality to the romance that leads to an almost 
magnetic attraction for each other. Your partner may 
demonstrate an above average romantic streak of unusual 
character, with gifts or other unexpected shows of devotion. 
Both of you are stimulated, sometimes intellectually, always 
harmoniously. Many close friends are also indicated, 
especially inclining to unique acquaintances. Originality and 
Imagination come together, with the fascination of convivial 
companionship and shared interest. 

Michelle's Neptune in sesquiquadrate  
(within 0.5 degrees) with Barack's Venus  
The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; 
control is required. 

This aspect, of Venus in minor dynamic relation with 
partner's Neptune, represents an idealized connection 
between you. Your relationship may involve music, art, dance, 
spirituality, and areas of service. There is sympathy, and 
creativity, together with some aspect of the feminine. There 
can also be loss of good judgment, but this may be a blessing 
in disguise. There is likely to be a warm feeling of sympathy 
between you, but it is also possible that what is promised may 
never actually be delivered, even though both sides operate in 
good faith. In a romantic context, this sensitive aspect aligns 
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with congenial empathy, idealized love, spiritual feeling, and 
artistic sharing. This aspect represents a heightened 
sensitivity in which both parties are almost magnetically 
attracted to each other. There is a bewitching and sometimes 
elusive quality to the connection. You will likely share feelings 
of elegance, grace and charm just being around each other, 
and take pleasure in natural settings or the enjoyment of 
artistic events together. You may need to guard against 
mutual self-indulgence. When social tendencies between you 
differ you may need to allow each other to be as you are. 

Michelle's Neptune in quintile  
(within 1.6 degrees) with Barack's Jupiter  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Jupiter in flowing relation with partner's 
Neptune, makes for a highly spiritual as well as creative, 
sensitive and intuitive partnership. There is likely to be a 
strong psychic connection between you. There is also 
idealism, realization of ideals, and artistic creativity, possibly 
religious or philosophical activities or acts of charity. In a 
romantic context, you give to each other with good intentions 
and generous support, and open acceptance of the other's 
weaknesses. You can perhaps also experience problems with 
self-indulgence. There is likely to be a propitious 
accumulation, of wealth, or honors for charitable work 
performed. One partner, perhaps Barack, provides a sense of 
wisdom and freedom, while Michelle is giving and sensitive to 
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Barack's needs. This aspect helps the partnership to last, and 
bespeaks of higher motivations between you. 

Michelle's Neptune in quintile  
(within 1.7 degrees) with Barack's Pluto  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Neptune in flowing relation with Pluto is a 
generational aspect which applies to many people in your 
same general age-groups. For this reason less emphasis is 
placed on the symbolic connection implied by the joining of 
these two planetary energies. However, that said, the 
symbolism of these planets does indicate that you have a 
powerful spiritual component in your partnership with each 
other. The empowerment represented by the Pluto energy 
conjoins with the spiritual dimension of higher reality 
indicated by Neptune, to create a sympathy with great depth of 
passion that can light the way to higher purpose in your 
mutual endeavors with each other. 

Michelle's Pluto in quintile  
(within 2.0 degrees) with Barack's Venus  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Venus in flowing relation with partner's Pluto, 
symbolizes deep emotions ignited in this partnership, and a 
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strong desire for transforming the relationship in some way 
that is beneficial for both partners. The ability to benefit 
financially together is also indicated. There also may be 
control issues that come up between you. In its positive 
expression the raw power symbolized by Pluto results in 
changes that can represent a significant gain for each of you. 
There is great potential for healing others through this 
relationship, as well as yourselves. In a romantic context, this 
aspect symbolizes strong passions of attraction between you. 
You may have a fascination for each other that has something 
compulsive about it. Michelle in particular will experience 
strong desires, triggered by the connection to Barack, and 
Barack will be fascinated and charmed by the intensity of 
Michelle. You may feel karmic ties from the past drawing you 
to each other like magnets. 

Michelle's Pluto in sesquiquadrate  
(within 0.1 degrees) with Barack's Jupiter  
The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; 
control is required. 

This aspect, of Jupiter in minor dynamic relation with Pluto, 
symbolizes a strong and mostly positive connection which 
brings out the best of understanding, depth, and wisdom 
between you. Your relationship may also include an 
inclination for the unbounded application of desires. An 
authoritative nature may emerge, or some form of misuse of 
resources, or risks may be taken, and need to be better 
understood, in the area of philanthropic projects, spiritual 
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endeavors or progress with partnership goals. In a romantic 
context, this aspect indicates desire, expansive sexuality and 
the search for more and more experience in general. Your 
partnership possesses unbounded zeal or even excess without 
restraint, perhaps trying out new and somewhat dangerous 
things. Insights will come, but problems with willfulness, or 
lack of foresight, could easily arise. If you can avoid 
controlling behavior, Michelle's energy will help to 
dynamically focus the partnership vision, while Barack will 
bring expansion to the deep and powerful desires of Michelle. 
Cooperation between you can be incredibly fulfilling when 
you employ proper balance and discrimination. 

Michelle's Pluto in inconjunct  
(within 2.3 degrees) with Barack's Ascendant  
The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other 
predominates; discrimination must be employed. 

This aspect, of Pluto in minor dynamic relation with partner's 
Ascendant, indicates a powerful interaction between the 
partners. It signals potential authoritative control on the part 
of one partner that can become manipulative, or turn into 
bullying. There is some deep level of connection between you 
which works for change in each of you, as relatively 
unconscious behaviors surface and potentially explode. You 
may keenly feel the depth and limitation of life as a result of 
this interaction and this relationship may force you to seek 
radical departure from old patterns. In a romantic context, this 
aspect represents a contact that is strongly sensual and 
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passionate in sexual expression. You may feel a magnetic 
attraction for each other, or some sense of having known each 
other in a past life. This is a difficult aspect, indicating will and 
passion, and also some degree of conflict, between you. There 
may be a reforming attitude on the part of one of you, and 
obsession or other excessive behavior is also possible. There 
are likely to be issues of ego, or the direction one partner 
takes may appear selfish to the other. It may be that burdens of 
health, or body, slow down your plans, or that physical 
concerns outweigh career decisions or life direction. As you 
work through these issues you may decide to give up the 
battle, or else you may discover untapped sources of strength 
as your partnership evolves, bringing a renewed confidence, 
and awareness of your true path. These secretive and withheld 
areas can become destructive forces, or else can become 
issues to be worked through together. 

Michelle's Pluto in quintile  
(within 1.2 degrees) with Barack's Midheaven  
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and 
spiritual in dimension. 

This aspect, of Pluto in flowing relation with partner's 
Midheaven, brings powerful purpose to your relationship, 
along with development and depth of character. The nature of 
Pluto is to realize and transform its objectives, and this 
impulse is part of your partnership energy, so that you are 
likely to accomplish much together as a team. You may be 
drawn into areas such as healing, depth psychology or 
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research. This aspect also supports regeneration careers, such 
as recycling or criminal rehabilitation. There is a powerful 
drive to succeed, with the likelihood of gain economically. In a 
romantic context, there is a strong movement for sexual 
connection and growth between you. There may be a sense of 
coming together for karmic reasons or to break up old 
patterns. One person, likely Michelle, provides incentive and 
development of profound purpose, in support of the 
relationship goals, while Barack provides focus and 
leadership. The sexual link between you is strong, and there is 
incredible potential for powerful and profound achievement 
together. In addition to bringing forth issues and healing them 
in your own personal lives you may participate in planetary 
healing as well. 

Michelle's Sun in weak square  
(within 6.8 degrees) with Barack's Mercury  
and Michelle's Mercury in weak square (within 6.9 degrees) 
with Barack's Sun. 
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow 
the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your 
reading. Pay special attention to the following material! 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

With this aspect, of Sun in square with partner's Mercury, you 
have a fairly good basis for communication in your 
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relationship. There is also a great potential for 
miscommunication and working at cross purposes. You may 
also experience teaching and learning new things through 
your partnership. Michelle is likely the teacher, while Barack, 
possibly younger, is more eager to learn. You undoubtedly 
have sharp and witty exchanges with each other, but insights 
are often misrepresented or ideas not appreciated. 
Disagreements can arise between you, perhaps due to 
judgmental, or patronizing behavior on the part of one of you 
toward the other. One partner may be evasive or otherwise 
insincere. There is also likely to be a great deal of mental 
creativity in this partnership, and some attraction or 
stimulation of vision between you. In a romantic context, this 
is a disruptive contact, indicating some difference of opinion 
or judgmental behavior between you. This aspect may also 
symbolize a focus on goals and visions that you need to work 
through together. Through loving approaches, and shared 
purpose, you can overcome the tendency to undermine or 
disregard each other's ideas, as you make your way towards 
new definitions of old realities, but not easily. 

Michelle's Sun in weak square  
(within 8.3 degrees) with Barack's Jupiter  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Sun in square with partner's Jupiter, 
represents success, abundance, and enjoyment or wisdom 
together, although there is some potential for missed 
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opportunities and extravagance. You can shine brightly, or 
waste gifts and resources. These excesses can also be good 
food for thought. Your very ideals may be in conflict with each 
other, creating the need for understanding. self-awareness 
and a better sense of purpose. In a romantic context, 
unbounded enthusiasm or release of control may lead to 
waste. You fire up with energy, and feel strong together, yet 
this positive sense of enthusiasm may also be exaggerated or 
not meeting with expectations. There will definitely be 
expansion in some areas of your relationship, although it 
could be expressed in weight gain, or some diversion of what 
you share into relatively useless sidetracks. This aspect 
symbolizes an increase in awareness and knowledge. But 
helpfulness expressed by one partner may be one-sided, or 
unappreciated, or promises made cannot always be delivered. 
This aspect may indicate extra support for each other in your 
partnership, but also requires discipline to handle properly, 
and not to go overboard with each other in some way. 

Michelle's Sun in weak square  
(within 9.0 degrees) with Barack's Ascendant  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Sun in square to partner's Ascendant 
symbolizes light, creativity, purpose, and enjoyment in your 
relationship. There may be positive movement, and even well 
connected coordination of effort, enthusiasm. Yet there are 
some subtle differences in style, or of type, which has the 
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potential for conflict, testing individual acceptance and 
patience between you. You can form a balance by utilizing the 
creative vitality you share for united purpose, aligning your 
individual and unique natures. In a romantic connection, you 
are attracted to each other, although you may have differing 
goals, or a dissimilarity of style, drive or physical appearance. 
You continually operate in some type of creative mode with 
each other. Your childlike nature is likely to come out through 
this relationship, and the potential for mutual enjoyment is 
high, although health issues may arise between you, or there 
may be the sense of one person wanting more out of the 
relationship, or not feeling like they get enough attention. 
The motivations you carry Into worldly purpose may not 
coincide, or you may prefer to work in different areas. 
Combining your goals as a united front requires effort and 
forms of compromise. 

Michelle's Mercury in weak square  
(within 5.8 degrees) with Barack's Uranus  
Ruler of Rising Sign  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Mercury in square or opposition with partner's 
Uranus, symbolizes an unusual and perhaps somewhat 
stressful connection. The unique individualities of the two of 
you ignite into mental gymnastics, practical innovation, and 
stimulate exchange of ideas between you. This aspect 
indicates for your partnership the ability to travel and work 
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together, especially in science or technology, also to 
understand and work with humanitarian or cultural 
perspectives. The harmonic vibration between these two 
planets promotes the very best in progressive advancement, 
and unique expressions of "new age" attitudes are likely to be 
forthcoming as part of your shared endeavors. You may also 
encounter wild or erratic experiences with each other, or 
simply not always be able to connect. Communications can 
break down, even though you both are willing. Mental 
viewpoints can alter, or travel may be abrupt or somehow 
difficult. This all can be stimulating or merely irritating. 
Friction may be caused by divergent views or by unwanted 
contact with the outside world. On the bright side, you may 
well explore wide ranging activity and new avenues of purpose 
together. There is an awakening of the mind brought about by 
this partnership, and stimulation for the individual uniqueness 
of each of you. In a romantic relationship, the mental 
stimulation of your connection ensures that the wit and 
sparkle of interesting conversation flows between you. This 
aspect reveals a spiritual and future-oriented vibration that 
enhances your relationship. Be aware however that all this 
stimulation may also be irritating or upsetting to one of the 
partners. Barack may be more inventive, and brings surprises, 
although Michelle will also contribute ideas and information 
of practical and or even an unusual character. Michelle is 
likely to do more of the actual physical work in the 
communication, as spokesperson, or as the one who actually 
puts things down on paper or media. You both together will 
enliven others with your gifts and understanding, and may 
work in some new or inventive area, to bring original 
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conceptions into people's lives, or through media and 
computers. 

Michelle's Jupiter in weak square  
(within 4.6 degrees) with Barack's Ascendant  
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions 
bring rich rewards through effort over time. 

This aspect, of Jupiter in square with partner's Ascendant, 
symbolizes a relationship in which philosophical 
understanding between you is pronounced, as well as 
enjoyment of the outdoors and areas of athletic endeavors. 
There can also be assistance for mutual appearance and self 
esteem, as well as excess, perhaps self-indulgence or aiming 
too high, and therefore raising unnecessary expectations. This 
aspect is indicative of good fortune, though and Barack's 
personality and presence in the world will likely be given a 
boost by Michelle, in order to bring personal growth, 
expansion of plans and goals, even financial riches. In a 
romantic context this function symbolizes a positive direction 
for your partnership, and perhaps also expectations which may 
not be fully realized. You may experience excess, indulgence, 
or extravagances, wisdom or philosophical indulgences that 
are not entirely practical. The two of you may not take enough 
care together, or feel hopeful without making plans or setting 
proper controls. The prominence is positive joy and 
enthusiasm, the willingness to share and give and to enjoy the 
larger aspects of life, of acceptance, and finding wisdom, even 
when problems arise. 
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Michelle's Jupiter in weak opposition  
(within 6.3 degrees) with Barack's Midheaven  
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate 
their interaction; integration is the challenge. 

This aspect, of Jupiter in dynamic relation with partner's 
Midheaven, symbolizes a connection likely to bring fortune, 
grace, wisdom, spiritual realization, and growth in shared 
purposes to your relationship. Business interests between you 
are supported, as well as philosophy and educational goals. 
The nature of this connection is for you to give each other 
great spiritual support for expanded plans and career goals. 
Michelle provides a great deal of enthusiasm, with Barack 
providing the directional focus. There is generosity and 
enthusiasm between you, zeal to succeed, and wisdom to 
identify proper objectives. In a romantic context, there is 
responsiveness and good sharing between you. Wit and 
humor, trust and mutual support, a faith in spiritual 
connections that can bring your goals to fruition. A sense of 
independence and also freedom together is an important part 
of the mix. 

Michelle's Uranus in weak conjunction  
(within 6.8 degrees) with Barack's Pluto  
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two 
planets. 
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This aspect, of Uranus in dynamic relation with Pluto, reflects 
a mutual interest in the partnership for group endeavor 
towards specific goals, and humanitarian effort. The 
symbolism of these planets indicates that you have a powerful 
visionary and future-oriented component in your partnership 
with each other. There is likely to be an emphasis in your 
relationship on social conscience, and testing of the group 
psyche. There may be a rebellious attitude that you both 
share, which encourages versatility and self-expression into 
unknown or unexplored realms, and makes you impatient with 
ordinary reality, the way things are. Together, you look 
forward to a new age of better understanding and improved 
relations of the human family with all its other members. You 
feel the nature of ageless wisdom coming through you, giving 
you a strong push to support each other in progress toward 
transformation, although disagreements could also result 
between you, since the energy that creates worlds, and 
destroys old forms in order to bring new ones into being, is 
powerful and has its manifestation in your partnership psyche. 

Michelle's Pluto in weak conjunction  
(within 6.8 degrees) with Barack's Mars  
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two 
planets. 

This aspect, of Mars in dynamic relation with partner's Pluto, 
encourages a broad focus, with passion, drive, and ambition to 
succeed between you. It is also possible that a conflict of wills 
may scuttle your chances of working together productively. 
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The dynamic pull can manifest as powerful magnetism or 
combative disassociation between you. If you can manage it, 
your partnership will be productive of physical manifestations 
such as mechanics and engineering research, or assistance in 
business and promotional areas. There also may be political 
sharing, or other work involving civic affairs. Strength 
bordering on obsession and raw power are strongly indicated 
between you, and this implies the need to take some degree of 
care, as the fire can get out of control. All in all, this is not an 
easy aspect to handle. The depth of focus between you can 
bring the two of you to either disagreement or a determination 
to work with each other despite the odds. In a romantic 
context, this aspect symbolizes deep passion and drive. Your 
interchange may be even too physical or aggressive, or 
romantically obsessive. The power is there to overcome 
obstacles, and may represent a strong competitive urge 
between you. This implies that conflict and anger or even 
violence may be possible, but all this is good for drawing forth 
your true feelings, and bringing about required deeper 
examination of your relationship issues. 

Glossary 
Ascendant: The point in the sky of the Eastern horizon. In the 

chart, the Ascendant is represented by the horizontal 
line at the left hand side of the chart which crosses 
between the Twelfth and First Houses. The sign on the 
Ascendant is also referred to as the Rising Sign. 

Aspects: When the relative positions of two planets in the 
horoscope form a significant angle with each other, they 
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are said to be in aspect with one another. The type and 
quality of the aspect is determined by the number of 
degrees between the two planets and is only considered 
significant if it is within a narrow range of degrees, or 
orb. A list of the aspects used in this report is given 
below. 

Chart Comparison: An astrological technique in which the 
planets of two individuals are shown in a bi-wheel chart, 
one within the other. This allows the inter-aspects 
between the two charts to be examined. 

Composite Chart: An astrological technique in which the 
midpoints of two individuals' planetary positions are 
used to create a third chart, the composite chart, which is 
then interpreted as the chart of the relationship itself as 
an independent entity. 

Horoscope: Originally horoscope referred to the astrological 
chart itself, but is now popularly used to refer to the 
description of how current planetary positions are 
affecting you personally, as in "your monthly 
horoscope." 

Midheaven: The point in the sky directly overhead relative to 
the position on Earth. In the chart, the Midheaven is 

Conjunction — 0° ± 8 
degrees

Square — 90° ± 8 
degrees

Opposition — 180° ± 8 
degrees

Sextile — 60° ± 6 
degrees

Trine — 120° ± 8 
degrees

Inconjunct — 150° ± 4 
degrees
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represented by the vertical line at the top of the chart 
between the Ninth and Tenth Houses. 

Natal: From Latin, meaning of or pertaining to birth; 
therefore your birth chart, or planetary positions at 
birth. 

Nodes: The Lunar Nodes are the two points where the Moon's 
orbital path crosses the plane of the ecliptic (the plane of 
the Earth's orbit around the Sun). Symbolically they 
represent talents and life path, or destiny. 

Planets: In astrology, the word planets is used to describe 
astrologically significant points in the sky which includes 
the Sun and Moon, as well as many objects that are not 
currently astronomically defined as planets such as 
Chiron and Pluto. 

Transits: Aspects formed between the current positions of the 
planets and the positions of your natal planets at the time 
and place you were born. 
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ABOUT MYSTIC RAINN 

Mystic Rainn is a Spiritual Advisor and Psychic 
Medium. She has worked with clients around the 
world, including the United States, Canada, United 
Kingdom, Germany, Italy, Indonesia, Australia, India, 
S. Korea, and Vietnam. 

After her career as a lawyer crumbled to pieces, she 
was forced on a journey of self-discovery. She had 
to re-evaluate what was important to her and how 
she was willing to live her life. This transition 
coupled with numerous traumatic experiences 
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earlier in life has helped her to find and appreciate 
her true gifts and abilities. 

She is now passionate about guiding others on 
their  spiritual journey. 

She has formally trained at the London College of 
Psychic Studies and is committed to assisting 
others responsibly with compassion and skill. 
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